
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Course Code HSNC 104 

Course Title Telugu Language Skills 

Number of Credits 2 (2L + 0T) 

Prerequisites 
(Course Code) 

---- 

Course Category Non Conventional Institute Core Courses (NCIC) 

 
Semester: Odd/Even                                                               Internal: 50 Marks 
                    Total: 50 Marks 
 

Unit-I 

1. వర ల :: అ , హ , కచటతప, గజడదబ  :: 
సరళప యడం, : ం అ లప , అ లప , 
మ , అ లప , అ మ హ ల   ంచడ . 

Varna Mala:  alphabets of Telugu script; Achhulu ==Vowels, Hallululu ==consonants, 
{ ka, cha, ta, ta pa; ga, ja, da, da, ba, } Writing simple telugu words; two letter words, three 
letter words, four letter words, Identification of vowels and consonants:   (7) 
 
Unit-II 

2. ం  : ంతప మ ంతఅ . తలక , రం, , 
రం , , ర , ఎత ం, ఏత ం, ఐత ం, ఒత ం, ఓత ం, 

ఔత ం, న  (అ స రం, సరః ) ఒ :  చదవడం, యడం 

How to read and write telugu script of letters and words: == 
Gunintalu = how to add vowels to consonants in telugu and their pronunciation; 
Gunintaaksharaalu, gunintapadalu:  Talakattu, deergham, gudi, gudideergham, kommu, 
kommudeergham, etvam, etvam-deergham, itvam, otvam, otvam-deergham, autvam, sunna( 
poornabindu), visarga, (anuswaram)  
Reading and writing of letters and clubbing of letters Combination of two or more alphabets:  
read and write.                  (8) 
 
Unit-III 

3. రం, సం కఅ రం, మ సం షఅ రం, :: యడం, 
చదవడం. పద ల గం;; 

ప , స ర, మన, మ ప , మ త  
Combination and clubbing of two or more alphabets of same alphabets/letter or different 
alphabets/letters 
Ditvaksharam, sumyuktaksharam, sumsleshaksharam, == reading and writing: Usage of 
combined telugu letters in words  
Basic 4-line stanzas/ poems/ rhymes:  of Telugu written by poet Bhaskara; Poet-Vemana; 
Poet-Sumati; and their literal meaning, (These rhymes are having internal message OR 
hidden message – similar to Idioms and proverbs)       (8) 



Unit-IV 

4. యరచన, పద ల గం, ప ప ,. 
కరణం::సం , స స  

Paragraph writing: == Self-writing == sweeyarachana; use in your own words and construct 
sentences; synonyms and antonyms in telugu == pratipadaarthalu;  
Telugu grammar: vyakaranam: sandhulu, samasalu.      (7) 
 

Reference books/ Text Books  

1. Learn Telugu in 30 days: by Dr. DiwakarlaVenkataAvadhani, Publshers: Andhra 
Pradesh Sahitya Academy, Saifabad, Hyderabad – 500004 

 

Note: It is further proposed to do away with the attendance component of the awards in 
the internal assessment. A note may be appended with each course on the following 
instructions: 
 (i)  The faculty member is expected to explore and be acquainted with the existing Indian  
       Knowledge in the domain of the course and share with the students. 
(ii) The students are expected to do the necessary study of the existing Indian Knowledge in 
the domain of the course, prepare the report, and submit the same to the concerned faculty 
member at the end of the semester. 
(iii) The faculty member will evaluate the reports and award marks to the students with 
       maximum cap being the equivalent of attendance component marks 

 


